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Cool Relief Eye Drops
rohtoeyedrops.com/collections/redness-reliever/products/cool_relief_eye_drops

Regular price $9.00
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Rohto® Cool Relief Relieves, Prevents and Protects

Description
Freshkick™ Technology
Ingredients
Directions

Active ingredients: Naphazoline hydrochloride (0.012%), Polysorbate 80 (0.2%) 
 Inactive ingredients: Alcohol (0.1%), benzalkonium chloride, boric acid, chlorobutanol, edetate disodium, menthol, purified water, sodium borate

 

Product reviews

Based on 77 reviews Write a review

Some of the best eye drops out there

Tom Spooner on Apr 18, 2022

These eye drops are great, they really help with the eye strain I get from all the screens I look at in a day  My only complaint about them is the cooling agent in them is so strong, it s hard to open my second eye
after putting in the first drop. I'm sure this is something that will go away after I use them for more than a few months. I don't understand how there are fully grown adults who are stumped by such an easy to
open cap, if you really struggle with this cap then you have some dexterity issues that you need to work on. Anything that has a child lock on it is probably too advanced for these people to understand

Report as Inappropriate

Been using for years.

AW on Feb 25, 2022

If you can t get the cap off, you shouldn t be allowed outside of your parents  house either  Push and twist  How hard is that? Buy these drops

Report as Inappropriate
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My Favorite Eye Drops

Jimmy dee on May 11, 2019

This product gets the red out and has a cooling effect.

Report as Inappropriate

Very Difficult to Open The Cap

magen11 on Feb 06, 2019

I see other reviews below mentioned about the difficulty of opening the cap but they are still generous to give a 5 star rating. For me, function is a definite thing that I should get benefit from. So, I'm not going
to review about its effect on my eyes since it can be different for every person  My biggest concern is the c

Report as Inappropriate

Impossible to open

senatordl on Feb 03, 2019

I've been using the drops for about 4 months and they worked. However, I stopped because the top was next to impossible to open. It was so bad, that I has to use a pair of pliers to pull the top off. if you have
time to screw around with opening the package then it is a good product, but you will soon come frustrated wit

Report as Inappropriate
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